Congressman John Brademas speaks on Soviet military concerns at local press conference

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Carter returned to work amid indications there might be a diplomatic return to work at the end of a treaty with the Soviet Union that is not yet wrapped up.

Brademas announced a summit meeting between Carter and Soviet President Leonid I. Brezhnev. "One of the themes that ran through all of the statements of the Soviets was their very strong hostility to the People's Republic of China," Brademas noted. "While the Soviets do not object to our having resumed diplomatic relations with the People's Republic of China, they are bitterly opposed to any closer ties with the Chinese, whom the regard as a military threat."

"Everywhere we went in the Soviet Union, we found the most bitter, paranoid criticism of the Chinese," Brademas noted.

On the subject of recent proposals to reintroduce the military draft, Brademas noted, "Committees are looking at various proposals, but there is nothing moving through the Congress right now that would represent any major change in the present system of manning our armed services."

"It's too early to say (what action will be taken on draft proposals), but I did meet the other day with the Secretary of the Army and he very strongly opposes a return to the draft," Brademas said.

Brademas also reported on the prospects of Congressional approval of President Carter's proposed windfall profits tax on American Oil companies. "I think the chances of it being passed are slightly increased," Brademas observed.

"You've got to understand, however, that if you are a young person in the Soviet Union, and you go to church, you are, in effect, throwing a very heavy burden over your entire life — over your career, and your prospects for advancement," he added.

In response to reporter's questions, Brademas listed the biggest accomplishments of the current Congress as focusing the attention of the country on the energy situation, getting congressional oversight committees underway, cutting down on some departmental appropriations, and taking a deeper look at the President's budget requests.

All indications suggest a nuclear weapons treaty

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Carter returned to work amid indications there might be an announcement by week's end of a treaty with the Soviet Union to limit strategic nuclear weapons.

Brademas, however, that if you are a young person in the Soviet Union, and you go to church, you are, in effect, throwing a very heavy burden over your entire life — over your career, and your prospects for advancement, he added.

"If science gave us..." Brademas said: "If science gave us..." Brademas said. "I think the chances of it being passed are slightly increased," Brademas observed.

"You've got to understand, however, that if you are a young person in the Soviet Union, and you go to church, you are, in effect, throwing a very heavy burden over your entire life — over your career, and your prospects for advancement," he added.

In response to reporter's questions, Brademas listed the biggest accomplishments of the current Congress as focusing the attention of the country on the energy situation, getting congressional oversight committees underway, cutting down on some departmental appropriations, and taking a deeper look at the President's budget requests.

Spring has finally arrived at du Lac as these Domers relax and enjoy the warm weather. (Photo by Mark Roca)
Campus

3:30 pm-MINI-COURSE, computer graphics, 115 MATH BLDG
4:30 pm-SEMINAR, "cholesterol & the atheros: a review of the mechanisms of atheros & its present state" prof. frank ungar, 278 GALVIN
3:30 pm-MINI-COURSE, computer graphics, 115 MATH BLDG
7 pm-SEMINAR, "seminar on abortion," LEWIS HALL BLDG.
8 pm-VARIETY SHOW, "an evening for the children," sponsored by smc & charit, ANG. ATH. FAC., donations $1 and $2.50

smc seniors may pick up their graduation announcements today between 11 am - 2 pm and 6-8 pm in the lemons lobby.

Cambodian refugees flee to sanctuary through southern frontier in Thailand

BANGKOK, Thailand (AP) -- Fifty thousand Cambodians fleeing a major Vietnamese offensive in their own country trekked along the frontier, inside Thailand, apparently on their way to sanctuary through southern frontier in southwestern Cambodia,

...Arabs

[continued from page 1] would be removed so that relations could be restored between the two brotherly countries.

Arab diplomatic sources said all 19 Arab League members that participated in the anti-Sadat Baghdad meeting would take similar action soon.

...SALT

[continued from page 1] Vance and Dobrynin have been meeting regularly over the past few weeks to test sticking points. These have included a definition of new missile systems and methods of assuring verification of terms of the treaty.

The accord would limit U.S. and Soviet long-range bombers and intercontinental ballistic missiles through 1985. It has been in negotiation for seven years and seemingly on the verge of completion for 18 months.

Carter, returning from an 11-day vacation, scheduled a number of public appearances this week. White House press secretary Jody Powell said the president would concentrate on SALT in a speech Wednesday to the American Newspaper Publishers Association. But Powell ruled out any announcement of a SALT II treaty on that occasion.

State Department sources said last week that the U.S. was still relaxing in Georgia—that there is a chance for an announce- ment by the end of this week.

Weather

Periods of rain and a chance of thundershowers today. Highs in the mid 60s. Lows in the mid to upper 50s. Tomorrow, mostly cloudy with a chance of showers and thunderstorms. Highs around 70.

An Tostal extended weather

Thursday through Saturday: mild with a chance of showers Thursday. Turning a little cooler Friday and Saturday. Lows mostly in the 50s Thursday, 40s Friday and Saturday. Highs mid 60s to mid 70s Thursday. Cooling to around 60 this weekend.

Applications are being accepted for the positions of

hpc SECRETARY and EXECUTIVE COORDINATOR

apply at the Student Government offices or call Ellen Dorney at 6922 by Wed apr 25th
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Student businesses cause controversy

by Flat Tomony Jr.
Staff Reporter

Student-run businesses have been a cause for concern on the campus in recent months, as attempts to expand these businesses have met strong opposition from University officials.

Currently, the only officially sanctioned student-run businesses are the Student Union, Hall Food Sales, the birthday cake concession and Planner Records (Which is closing at the end of the semester). Many other businesses, such as the consent stands, are run as "out-of-pocket" ventures.

In order to get any merchandising activities approved, a student must follow two steps. He must first submit a plan to the Student Union Services Commission, Curt Hensch. If the idea is approved by the Student Union, it must then be approved by John Reid, Student Activities director.

According to Reid, "Merchandising is understood to be any kind of activity providing a service or a product that involves an exchange of funds. The attempt is to limit that activity, given the vast range of groups over individuals in order to spread the benefits. We do not want student-run businesses to need to be regulated. Reid responded. "We restrict because of the sheer volume of requests to merchandise on campus, and we need to screen them out. We also want to avoid any kind of misleading or demand for their products.

Reid has been a key figure in the recent dispute over the sale of non-food items in Hall Food Sales. The controversy arose when the administration discovered that Planner Food Sales was violating University policy by selling magazines.

The University ordered Planner and other dorms offering non-food items to stop selling these products. This action brought a strong protest from the students, and a compromise proposal from Student Body President Bill Rude. Under Rude's proposal, halls could sell ten non-food items from a list of 25 items approved by the University.

This proposal must be approved by Reid in order to be implemented. Reid refused to comment on it. "I am going to meet with the committee that's deciding on this and I don't want to make any prejudicial comments," Reid stated.

Reid expressed hope that he would make a decision by next Friday, or no later than the end of the semester. In the past, Reid had expressed strong opposition to the expansion of food sales operations. The philosophy was that there isn't supposed to be a duplication of services already offered. Getting into other items leads to a hall monopoly, which is not their purpose," Reid asserted.

Don Ciancio, Planner Hall president, objected strongly to this idea. He said, "I don't think that we should dictate what we should do. We're worried about our own businesses, but we're too small to do that."

Ciancio also feels that students get more direct benefits when their hall makes money than when the University makes money. "We can't feel the benefits directly through the University the way we do now in Planner," Ciancio said.

Planner Records is another student-run business that ran into trouble with the administration.

Planner Records has been selling records to students through an order system for almost nine years. At the end of this semester, it will be shut down by order of the University. According to co-owner George Mahoney, the store ran into difficulties soon after he acquired it for $1000 in the spring of 1977. "When I retired in the fall, Bro. Beneh (then Student Activities director) asked me to come in and talk. Beneh allowed me to operate for two years to keep from taking a financial bath," Mahoney stated.

"When asked why the operation was stopped, Mahoney replied, "Bro. Beneh gave no reason for it in the letter which shut us down, but he told me in a conversation that it was competing with the bookstores.

I thought I'd be able to sell the business, but now I'll barely break even."

Molitor expressed bitterness over the decision. "It was totally arbitrary. I thought I'd be able to sell the business, but now I'll barely break even.

Molitor found the present regulations on student-run businesses excessive. "I think that students should be able to run almost any business they want. Since students have to study, too, their businesses won't be that large," Molitor commented.

Administration officials expressed sentiments very different than Molitor's and Ciancio's. Bro. Kieran Ryan, assistant vice-president for Business Affairs, was especially vehement in his criticisms of student business activities.

When asked for his position on the sale of non-food business controversy, Ryan responded, "Although food sales already are allowed, I don't think that they should be expanded. Some aspects of food sales bother Mason, but he does not want them shut down. "In some cases, companies frequently cite food sales in their reports. I am also concerned about sanitary questions," Mason said.

When asked why the number of student businesses must be regulated, Mason replied, "When there's a lot of businesses, you need more monitoring and assurance that the University can be left being represented things fall apart."

Mason was unable to name an instance where such occurrences took place. Mason wondered why students wanted to run businesses. "Do they want to do that?"

Current student businesses are under tight control, and it is doubtful that the policy will be changed in the near future. Although this system may help protect the University and students from unsupervised businesses, it also seems to stifle student initiative.
Don't leave school without it.

Now that you're going out into the world, you're going to need the American Express Card. It's indispensable, for vacations or business.

But don't wait, because we've made it easier to get for graduates. All you need is a $10,000 job (or the promise of one). It'll be tougher later, so look for this display in the Student Center and other locations around campus.

The American Express Card. Don't leave school without it.
They wanted to talk about sex. So we did. The result of a recent news report did not adequately convey what we were trying to say, let me repeat the point: There needs to be a consistency between what we say to one another (verbally and non-verbally) and what is, in fact, the truth about our relationship.

Non-verbal communication, our gestures with one another, do create the relationship, they express it. And what we "say" in this fashion needs to be true. That's the point: and that's the reason there is a problem with pre-marital sex. The Christian tradition wisely acknowledges that sexual union is body-language communicating a most specific message. For the majority of persons, it says: "I am yours; we are bound to one another, without limitation or conditions; I love you forever; through our physical union I express my love for you."

Now, this is the language of Christian marriage. The physical expression, the non-verbal communication, is meant to re-enforce and establish the fact of that bond through public and sacramental celebration.

The problem of pre-marital coitus is the problem on inconsistence, the problem of a breakdown in communication: what two people are saying, non-verbally, is not actually true. Of course, it's closer to being true for the engaged couple than for two people simply using each other for gratification, with no basis of friendship. It is much more a gap between reality and gesture in both cases, the failure and culpability is much greater in the second instance.

Having said this, by way of clarification and agreeing that there is need for much more discussion on this issue, let me move on to a topic that is even more fundamental: the question of heterosexual relationships, basic contact and friendship with persons of the opposite sex.

The alarming thing is the fact that many do not seem to be aware of the critical importance of these relationships for normal growth and personality development. It is all too indispensable for human maturation that young adults have the benefit of numerous opposite-sex relationships, that are prolonged, personal and informal.

There is no opinion here. One does not decide to exclude these positive growth-producing, defensiveness-reducing, relationships with a diversity of persons of the opposite sex. One does not do it without, by that very fact, deciding to short-change human growth.

We simply cannot normally develop as mature persons by cutting off one-half of the human face. Without these generous enriching experiences, one is inclined to stereotype the opposite sex, treat them more as objects to be avoided (oftentimes because they threaten our insecurity) than as persons to relate to and cherish after the example of Christ.

That's why it is so lamentable for sex-crazed individuals to go through four years without these healthy, maturing relationships. One acts especially for the more shy, quiet student, who is meant to benefit from contacts and friendships with many others; but who, more often than not, sits at home on a Friday or Saturday night, or gets buried in studies, hoping to survive another lonely weekend.

There are many signs in this community that document the fact that we have here a tragic absence of adequate familiarity about persons of the opposite sex. One needs to note the fact and sympathize with the problem, but also recognize that the developmental challenge certainly must meet through individual, sometimes dormitory, mediation on Play in two scene-roles; and the investigation of ABC television sit-coms.

No young adult will know much about a person of the opposite sex, even if going steadily, as long as he or she is deprived of prolonged and intimate, informal contact with many. A young man, for example, needs to know that woman is much more than an erotic machine. In his twelfth hour, until he has the experience of sharing his daily life with a variety of young women, Playboy and other "fonts of wisdom" are liable to lead him to believe that "if you know one type of woman you've mastered them all.

Perceptive half staff personnel and significant numbers of students recognize the problem, and wish to explore every possible means of affording opportunities for these healthy, growth-producing inter-relationships. In this context, questions about particular variations in dorm arrangements, imaginative social activities, etc., become extremely important and pertinent.

But all of this remains secondary to the adoption of a basic attitude: The willingness of an individual to take the risk to know and help new people; taking the initiative to introduce oneself in a classroom or dining hall, becoming involved in various extracurricular activities where one can mix and establish authentic friendships with persons of the opposite sex.

All of this can be scary to many young adults. Indeed, it can be as difficult to fall in love with the opposite sex, treat them more as objects to relate to and cherish (because they threaten our insecurity) than as persons to relate to and cherish.

"Developing in the Nazz: a few Positive and a Negative for Double Exposure"

by Mark Rust

Tonight is the last night of "Double Exposure," the latest Student Player offering. The play, which is staged in the Nazz, is technically well-done and has generally been well received by student audiences during its first three showings, a tribute to both the acting and the friendly atmosphere of the LaFortune basement's coffee-house. The play, being quite a different one from the attempts made by its author, Jack Sharkey, to make every line funny, and in this sense the comedy in "Double Exposure" suffers from over-exposure.

"The play, which is staged in the Nazz, is technically well-done and has generally been well received..."

The Nazz, by the way, can be a very pleasant place to stage a play, particularly this type of light comedy. When the set lies in the middle of the room, as it has in the past, the small size of the basement is even more evident as "cramped quarters." But when the set is placed against the north wall, "Double Exposure" the room takes on the potential of being almost a Red King, director, used this to his advantage in creating a small, personal environment conducive to intimate, humorous theater. The set is an exception, a living room set, which, combined with the atmosphere created by the actors' readings into the environment stock characters are plunged for the purpose of delivering one-liners throughout the two scene, three act play. Mike Natal-
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Leslie Melander designed looks very much like a living room in anywhere suburbia. It guides the entire south wall of the Nazz, completing the illusion. "Brown Bedroom" is a kind of window to the lights to meet the demand for simplicity while helping to create the environment. The high intensity porch lamps angling down from the ceiling above the stage works well, coupled with the glossy textured finish of Ray McGrath's make-up efforts in giving the characters a plastic look, cut from a mould.

In essence, the overall effect is good. The Student Players have done the best they could with a play that is at its best a copy of Neil Simon and in its worst "ichpyo publam for tiny tots," to borrow a phrase. The problem here is that the Players have not taken on new challenges; it is time for them to grow. With the same money, spatial and technical limitations they could still attempt an Edward Albee play or two or - at least - a real Neil Simon. The Players have proven that they can produce, cast and stage a successful production. To take a substantial risk, they must prove that they can select as well.
The Daily Crossword

Across
1 European river—
9 Life
10 Viper
14 Commodia doll—
15 Raw number
16 Blackthorn
17 Postal rate
18 Boscoile
20 Sale items
21 Martini
22 Swolewo and Nessen
23 Secluded ship
24 Secluded valley
25 Mona — body of
26 Relative of
27 Hogties
29 Deity
30 Swab
31 Memoranda
32 Old car
33 Letter
37 Literary
38 — zaff
40 Kentucky
41 Basket
42 Toll
43 — boy
44 Auto pins
45 Check or vault
46 Middle East
47 Indian
48 Kansas
49 Boiler room
50 — pro nobis
51 Hawaiian
52 Mardi —
56 — pro nobis

Down
1 Louie
2 Faucet
3 Raison d’—
4 Edict
5 Mysteries
6 Fleur-de—
7 Vault
8 Fleur-de—
9 Separates
10 — boy
11 Ruthenian
12 Toll source
13 Views
14 Commedia alternative
15 Postal rate
16 Blackthorn
17 Martini
18 Secluded ship
19 Borecole
20 Sale items
21 Borecole
22 Smallest
23 Swoboda and neer
24 Secluded ship
25 Mona — body of
26 Relative of
27 Angry
28 Peter at
29 Tune for
30 Swab
31 Memoranda
32 Old car
33 Letter
37 Literary
38 — zaff
40 Kentucky
41 Basket
42 Toll
43 — boy
44 Auto pins
45 Check or vault
46 Middle East
47 Indian
48 Kansas
49 Boiler room
50 — pro nobis
51 Hawaiian
52 Mardi —
56 — pro nobis

Michael Molinelli

DefiantO

Patricia M. Derian, assistant secretary of state for human rights and humanitarian affairs, will be the speaker at the eighth annual Civil Rights Lectures of the University of Notre Dame Law School. The principle discussion of “Human Rights and American Foreign Policy” will be at 7:30 p.m. tonight in Room 122 of Hayes-Healy Center. A coffee hour with Ms. Derian will be at 7:30 a.m. Wednesday.

The Speaker was recently appointed by President Carter to the Commission on Security and Cooperation in Europe, and a U.S. delegate to the Belgrade Conference. Prior to her state department appointment, she served on the HEW Policy Planning Group of the Carter-Mondale transition team, and during the presidential campaign was an advisor to Carter and a deputy director of the presidential campaign.

Long active in civil rights related work, she has served as the president of the Southern Regional Council and an OEO Project Director. She was also the founder of the Mississippi Civil Liberties Union, a member of the National Prison Project Steering Committee, and the Board of Directors of the Center for Community Justice.

AN TOSTAL PARTY

NOW OUTSIDE!

TODAY

RIB EATING CONTEST

at

LEE’S

BEER CHUGGING CONTEST

ALL THE BEER YOU CAN DRINK!

$3 guys $2 girls 4 pm till dark
The Irish Guards II kept winning, defeating U.S. 21-17. The Guards were keyed by Talley in the number three position to defeat Huddle and Doolin, 6-4, 6-1, for his eleventh straight. Hartzell won another 12-game winning streak on the 1978 football schedule with a victory over number two in doubles, another freshman, Steve Leyden, and Howard Night, 6-0, 6-1. The doubles tandem of Houlder and Harris beat Ballentine and Cochran 7-5, 4-6, 6-3. Bob Hopwood filled in for injured senior Bob Koval and teamed with Trevor BV to win co-vice, 6-3, 6-1.

↓↓↓ Bookstore Note ↓↓↓

Lonnie and the Lugnuts had to be disqualified when it was discovered that their starting lineup had improperly had broken bookstore rules. Dan Kran, the starting pitcher, who made a walk on the 1978 football schedule, was fourth in the starting lineup. Lonnie said he regretted having to dismiss his bookstore team because the mistake was obviously unintentional. The Lugnuts starting pitchers were Steve Cich, Hardy Rayam, and Bobby Uplad.

↓↓↓ Classifieds ↓↓↓

**NOTICES**

**Lost & Found**

Lost: Girl's blue tshirt gym bag, sweats, Adidas sneakers and Nike shoes. Please, please call 686-0191 if found.

Lost: At Lee's Easter party before break-Grinnell. down winter coat-name unknown. Please call 2182 or 676-0405. 

Found: Basketball at Stepan Sunday afternoon. To claim call 2174.

Lost: True Blue and Pink Saturday night Bar. Sr. 88.

Lost: Calculator, TI 85. $10 each, B to B building and North Hall. Call David at 3118.

Lost: One pair of brown ordinary glasses. If found call Dan at 4873.

Lost: Girls blue shift gym bag, sweats, Adidas sneakers and Nike shoes. Please, please call 686-0191 if found.

Lost: One calculator around noon Tu es. between O-D and Alumni Hall. Call 50-0590.

**FOR RENT**

Need really big house for your next party? Two Partyzoo spokespersons with 300 head capacity. $100 an hour, $500 for great sound magnification. Call Bob, 360-6679.

Rooms 400 $45/summer or fall. Near buses, 212-320.

Inexpensive rent this summer. Furnished houses close to school. $45-75 per head. 2-single furnished Kitchens available for summer. Close by. Call NO. 277-9741.

Rooms fully furnished, large apartment for $150 month, senior, college students, $135 month. Contact Planner. Phone: 4596. 

For Sale: 1 cubic foot refrigerator. Large, large, large. Central air, upper ap,Phila, 80. Great for given goods, 4596-0809.

**WANTED**

Need 2 people to share fully furnished (wire TV) house near campus for the summer. 87300-1916.


**RENT**

Tickets
d golf tickets. Win the $50 prize. Call boy, 2174.

**PERSONALS**

**Everyone**

Harry has a birthday on Wednesday! He'll be 30. Send all queries to Observer, cards and letters to 126 South. 277-9736.

Kate

It seems my sentimentalist literary middle kingdom didn't bring me much success. I even found myself more free with my pen than with my vocal cords. I have a good day, and I'm thinking about your lack on your test. You, "La-ma-da." P.S. That's definitely your line.

Alice

Crinology is not teaching justice. Show me the writ!

Litch

Mary

If you want to know the future of this country, you should try to

Maryland.

Bob\n
Hope you had a nice day. Love, Barbara and Barry

Bob

It's going to be 47 if it's not 75. It's not too bad.

Singer

Is it going to be that important?
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Sports

32 teams remain alive in Bookstore Basketball's eight-year history. Yesterday's action featured plenty of excitement, some surprises, and, for the fifth straight day, all the sunshine and warmth of the West Lafayette, Indiana, early spring.

It almost rained on the Tipsy Turner Intramural tournament's number two seed and possibly its biggest threat. The Boilermakers had been so impressive in the early round game won 22-20 victory over the Dutchmen. Pink Pool led the number of students to a 10-point lead over the Dutchmen in the second period, and Bob Bartleet led them to six victories.

In other action involving top-ranked teams, Lonnie and the LImbuchs relied on Steve Cady's seven points to defeat Peace, Love, Justice. Tom Crotty, Bill Murphy, and Mike Lahrman sunk six three points for the winners with Peace, Love, showing a balanced box.

John Paul I had a little trouble keeping up with the tall game with the Night of the Living Dead. But they pulled away in the 30th round and came to a 22-14 win. Bill Ryan uped 12 three points and pulled back four good shots including of of Laimbeer's jumpers. Mike Kelly (incorrectly referred to as Mike Kelly in yesterday's Observer) grabbed seven rebounds for the Darkness. Hicks Hickey put on a shooting display, hitting shots from as far as 30 feet.

The E Street Band dumped I Swearingen and the Tigers, 21-4. Jan Grey and Tom Lang each scored five points in the first half. Mike Lahrman sunk seven shots for the losers. On the other hand, Tom Hines had six points in the win over Purdue on the astro-turf. Purdue forwards very seldom had trouble against Purdue-on grass. Luckily, though, the Irish had some defensive problems. Rod LImbuchs hit six of six three-shots and pulled down 19 rebounds while teammate Pat Lister added 11 rebounds. Mike Deasey and Bob Bartleet each had six for the winners.

The Irish took all three of the doubles matches and five of the six singles, with number one Mark Hoyer being the only loser, dropping his match to number two, 6-2, 6-2.

Number two Carlton Harris downed the number one singles and number three Herb Hopper, defeated the number six singles and number one doubles. Tom Hines (incorrectly referred to as Tom Hines in yesterday's Observer) grabbed nine rebounds for the losers.

Yesterday's results, today's pairings
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*It was a little easier for the Butchies who had little trouble dispatching the Purdue in their home court, 21-9. Bruce Flowers again topped the Boilermakers' boxscore with six points and 17 rebounds while teammate Pat Warburg added 12 points and 14 rebounds for the field. Kevin Hargi grabbed 12 rebounds for the Butchies.*

**ND Soccer moves on despite the turf**

*by Frank LanGracia Sports Writer*

After Notre Dame's 4-0 victory over Purdue on the astroturf yesterday, Boilermaker coach Rich Briggs was quoted as saying, "If we had real grass, I'm sure they'd destroy them. We're not used to playing on astroturf and our players were fooled by the bounce. But if we could play on grass we'd kill them."

Well, Briggs got his wish Sunday as the Notre Dame soccer team took on the Purdue Boilermakers at the Purdue Lakes, Indiana to play a benefit game for the Cedar Lake Jaycees' cancer research fund.

And things couldn't have faired worse for the Irish. Harvard was the oldest and number three state team. And both teams had terrible weather conditions.

The second half brought with it a vast defensive improvement for the young Fighting Irish. Backliners settled down and executed effectively. The Irish offense continued to win with the defense. And the game was 5-2 after only 20 seconds.

Kahle's play certainly had a lot to do with the Irish fans' reaction to the game. As the Irish fans put on a show for the aerial, the crowd grew excited.

There was some concern as to the extent that Notre Dame would be affected by the game, but they pulled away in the first half, 6-1.

The Irish, starting four freshmen and two sophomores in the first half, as the Purdue forwards were left uncovred in front. Coach Dick Blackwell, looking for a new opportunity, switched to pressure defense. In the second half, the Purdue forwards were well-worn.

Meanwhile, rumor had it that Purdue coach Rich Briggs was considering the possibility of playing Notre Dame on quick-sand next year.

The Irish men's basketball team beat Purdue on the astro-turf yesterday, 69-58. The Irish defense was active throughout the game, leading to a 25-20 victory over the Boilermakers.

This is the second of a two-part series on the recent action taken by baseball's umpires.

One might think that the salary figures for umpires are rather large. That, of course, would be true. The umpires have a good job, it is true.

A spokesperson for the American League told me that the average salary for an umpire was $40,000, not just in that league, but in both leagues combined. The National League spokesman said the average was $35,000.

If two different figures weren't bad enough, the umpire's attorney, Richie Phillips insisted that the average was only $27,000. All three parties did agree that the minimum was $17,700, but I got conflicting figures on the maximum salary. The leagues agreed that the highest paid umpires were offered $41,000 for 1979.

Phillips disagreed.

"They're lying to you," he insisted. "Nobody offered more than $40,000." After hearing this from Phillips, I called the National League office once again and told the Public Relations Director, Blake Cullen, what Phillips may have been thinking about last year's offers. He didn't think that any of them were offered over $40,000, then there's no place to go with negotiations."

Phillips may have been thinking about last year's contracts and Cullen was referring to this year's offers. However, one umpire, Bill Daller, did make over $51,000 in salaries last year, including his World Series extra.

Cullen explained the pay structure for the National League. "Our league pays out about $3,000 in salaries for the average umpire, almost $10,000 each in benefits (retirement, Blue Cross Blue Shield, dental care, etc.), and then, of course, the $3 per day. They get paid for extra games too - $1,500 for the All-Star Game, $4,000 each for the playoffs, and then there's the three poor guys who have to stick around and take $1,000 each for the World Series. All together, our league pays out over $2 million for umpires each year."

Nevertheless, the umpires are relatively well-paid. Combined as well as the players and (face it, people don't buy a ticket to see the umpires), and not as well as they'd like to be, but nevertheless, well-paid. Umpires are in the top five per cent of the nation's wage earners. Of the 24 umpires in the National League, 12 were offered contracts which called for salaries in excess of $10,000.

The two sides of the issue look like this: Predictably, the leagues feel that the umpires are getting plenty. "It is our position," said an American League spokesman, "that the contracts we have offered meet the requirements laid down in the collective bargaining agreement of 1977."

The leagues really couldn't produce much more of an argument, other than that. They pointed out how much they had offered, and left it at that. They did point out, however, "If we offer them more money now, what's to say that five years from now (the umpires) aren't going to do the same thing?"

Phillips' argument was somewhat more elaborate. He like to compare the umpires to the officials in the National Basketball Association who he also represents. "If the official makes more than twice as much per game as an umpire or about $12,000 per year. That figure really doesn't bother me, however. If one that figure appeals to me, what's to say that five years from now (the umpires) aren't going to do the same thing?"

Certainly, this is one of the core problems of the baseball. Who is going to pay the umpires? The reason for the increases was to make his a salary commensurate with the Commissioners' salaries in the other two sports (football and basketball). Now if the Commissioners can be paid the same, why can't the umpires?"

This doesn't bother me either. Although I think that the Commissioners are grossly overpaid, I do think that the differences between the sports' officials are far greater than the differences between their Commissioners.

All Phillips is asking for, on behalf of the umpires, is a total increase of $52,000, or about $10,000 per man. That comes out to $2,000 per bell. Phillips has more than enough money. Of the all the owners are willing to part with that much cash, "many of them are."

So that brings us to the core of the problem - negotiations. As Phillips insists, and as he has been his whole life, "If you want something, you've got to fight for it. If we start talking, this could be settled in a day."

So who's not talking to who? Your guess is as good as mine. There has been a lot of blaming the other of not wanting to negotiate. The next logical question is, "What is needed to trigger negotiations?"

Many have suggested, and rightly so, that if the Commissioners would make a step in it, they would be considered, but he has persistently declined.